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 * Circle the best answer.(10ps) 

1. I can see a boy .............. a water buffalo. 

       A. ride           B. riding   C. to ride              D. rode 

2. Would you mind ............................... for a few minutes? 

       A. to wait         B. wait             C. waiting               D. waited 

3. ………. you mind if I open the door? 

       A. Could         B. Do    C. Don’t             D. Would 

4. It’s easy  ……………………    this exercise  . 

        A. to do                 B. to learn        C. do                       D. doing 

5. In order …… good marks in this test, you must revise your lesson carefully. 

        A. getting              B. gets             C. get         D. to get 

6. The glass pieces ………………………by them every years. 

        A. is broken         B. are broken  C. break                   D. broken 

7.  Would you mind if I …………………………... a photo. 

        A. to take        B. taking   C. took               D. taked      

8.The classroom…………. tomorrow. 

       A. cleans                B. is clearned    C. will be cleaned   D. be cleaned                  

9. Mary promises she ………….. harder next semester. 

       A. studys        B. study             C. has studied    D. will study 

10. The woman …………next to Ba is my mother. 

       A. to stand        B. stands C. standing        D. stand 

 11. We can ………things like envelopes,glass, plastic bags…  

      A. reduce       B. reuse   C. recycle      D. produce 

12.People use first-aid ……….. ease the victim’s pain and anxiety. 

      A. so that        B. in order to  C. so as not to     D. in order that 

13. We should  give the …………… a cup of tea when he/she revives. 
       A. student         B. people   C.victim               D. teacher 
14. The glass pieces ………………………by them every years. 

        A. is broken         B. are broken  C. break                   D. broken 

15.The classroom…………. tomorrow. 
       A. cleans                B. is clearned    C. will be cleaned   D. be cleaned  
16.The old car ……………………… in China is five dollars.  

       A. made                   B. make    C. to make               D. making 

17. We can ………every milk bottle thirty times.  

      A. reduce        B. reuse   C. recycle      D. produce 

18. The …………… move up and down the water Shanon dropped her paddle. 



       A. bike                    B. canoe   C.  car       D. house 

19.People use first-aid ……….. ease the victim’s pain and anxiety. 

      A. so that        B. in order to  C. so as not to     D. in order that 

20. What time will aunt Mai ………………to school tomorrow. 
      A. go                   B. goes             C.  will go               D. going 
 

                                                                    THE END 
 

 

 

 


